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PREFACE

The computer i_'-ogram SRP was developed at the College of Engineering of
the University of South Carolina. The principal investigator of the project
was Professor D. L. Karabalis, Department of Civil Engineering. Professor
G. J. Cokkinides, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and
Mr. D. C. Rizos, Research Assistant, Department of Civil Engineering, were
also members of the research team.

Initially, Mr. J. Mulliken, and subsequently Mr. R. Chen were the WSRC
representatives for the project.
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DISCLAIMER

Every reasonable effort was made to provide a comprehensive and flexible
computer program. However, the computer program itself and associated
documentation are supplied without representation of warranty, expressed or
implied, as to its content, accuracy, or freedom from defects or errors.
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Introduction

The Seismic Record Processing Program (SRP) is an interactive computer
code developed for the calculation of artificial earthquake records that
comply with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Standard Review
Plan. The basic objective of SRP is the calculation of artificial seismic time
histories that correspond to Design Response Spectra specified in the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission Regulatory Guide 1.60 and/or the Power Spectral
Density (PSD) requirements of the NRC Standard Review Plan. However,
SRP is a general computer code and can accomodate any arbitrarily specified
Target Response Spectra (TRS) or PSD requirements. In addition, among its
other futures, SRP performs quadratic baseline correction and calculates
correlation factors for a set of up to three earthquake records.

In contrast to other stochastic techniques, SRP uses a deterministic approach
•for the calculation of artificial earthquake records. In essence, SRP does not
create new time histories but, instead, modifies existing records to fit TRS or
PSD requirements. As a result a time history library is available which can
be used as input data to SRP. The time history library can, of course, be
enhanced or substituted with new data or data of special interest to a specific
site. A schematic flowchart of the code is shown in Figure 1.

This manual is prepared in two parts. The first part describes the
methodologies and criteria used while the second part is a user's manual. In
section 1 of the first part, the techniques used for the adjustment of a given
earthquake record to a required TRS family of curves for a set of specified
damping ratios are presented. Similarly, in section 2 of the first part, the
PSD of an earthquake record is compared to a target PSD and adjusted
accordingly. Sections 3 and 4 of the first part deal with the subjects of
baseline correction and correlation of earthquake records, respectively.
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OoZe Aooele'ogrem
FouderTransform

MultiplyFourierTransform
byCorrectionF_-tion*

ComputeAclustedAocelerog,'em
byInverseFourierTransformation

AdlustAccelerogramto
DesirablePeakLevel

,1
Figure 1. General flowchart of SRP.

The second part is the user's manual. The user's manual contains a list of
the computer hardware requirements, instructions for the program
installation, a description of the user generated input files, and a
description of all the program menus and commands.
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1 Theoretical Manual

1.1 Artificial Time History Record

1.1.1 Introduction

_ In this section a deterministic iterative technique is described which
attempts to modify existing earthquake records in order to comply to
specified target response spectra (TRS). Although the TRS requirements
used in this work are those specified in the NRC Standard Review Plan and
the R.G. 1.60, the algorithm described herein and the related computer code
SRP are general in the sense that any arbitrarily specified TRS can be
implemented. However, the criteria used to accept or reject a time history
record are those specified in the NRC Standard Review Plan. In the
following, the definitions of the various mathematical consepts and their
implementation in this work are presented on the basis of the flowchart
shown in Figure 1.

1.1.2 Computation of Response Spectrum

The response spectrum is a plot of the maximum response of any quantity of
interest, e.g. displacement, velocity, acceleration, etc., to a specified load
function of all possible single degree-of-freedom systems. A single degree-of-
freedom system can be identified, of course, by its natural frequency or period
and, thus, a response spectrum is a plot of maximum response versus
frequency or period, as shown in Figure 2.

J_

max

)

%

Figure2. Typicalresponsespectrum
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Of particular interest in this work is the response spectrum which comes as a
result of the motion of the base of the structure as shown in Figure 3. In this

I >v(t)

/- .............Lm!
-[o !) ..1_j ....-.... _,......___.....

Vdj °

g

(Xv-v_, I , _"

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Simple oscillator subjected to support excitation, (b) Free-
body diagram

case, the equation of motion of the idealized single degree-of-freedom system
is

,nO+c(_,-_,,)+k(v- v,). 0 (1)

which upon substitution of the relative displacement u= v-v, , natural

frequency _o.= _ , and damping ratio _ = c/2_ can be cast into the
more useful form

+2_.a +_.u - -_,(t) (2)

The solution of Ecjuation (2) can be accomplished either via the use of
Duhamers integral1 or by a forward step-by-step integration in time. For the
purposes of this work the latter solution was chosen and two of the most
commonly used numerical techniques have been implemented in SRP: (i) the
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Newmark _-method, and (ii) a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. A brief
description of these methods follows:

(i) The Newmark _-Method

An iterative version of this method is used in SRP. Upon selection of
appropriate values for the coefficient 13,the time step h, and on the basis of

the initial conditions u. and a. at the beginning of time step n, the

following procedure is used to compute displacement u.._, velocity a.._, and

acceleration //.+_ at the end of the same time step:

1. Estimate the acceleration at the end of time step //_+_. The

acceleration // at the beginning of the step is the usual choice.
2. Compute:

u.+,-u.+h,_.+h_[(o.5-1+)/J.+l+a:+,)

a.+,-a.+o.sh(/J.+a_+,)

i_.+t _2_Oaoa,,+1 2- - ++.u.+,- +J,(t.+,)
3. Examine convergence:

(a) If /_..1"//:+l, set //_+1=//.+_ and return to step 2.

(b) If //.+_-/_._, advance to the next time step.

The suggested range for 13 is 1/6 < 13< 1/4, while _=1/6 (linear acceleration
method) assures stability. In SRP, the coefficient _= 1/6.

(ii) Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta Method

The equation of motion (2) is first written in a symbolic form as

i+-.f[u,a,_,(t)] (a)

Then for the time step n of duration h, the following noniterative, single
step procedure is used:

I. c, - h/tu.,,J.,_,(t.)]

2. c=-W[u.+½_,:,.+_hC,,r+.+½c,,o,(t.+½h)]

_. C, Ihf[u, ,.l-._has.l-_Cl, as .i._C2, vl(ts .l._h)]

4. C+- hf[u. + ha. +½hC,.a. +C,, i},(t. + h)]

5. u.+,-u.+h[a.+(c,+c:+c+)161
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o. - +2(c+c,)+c,]/6

For better accuracy at higher frequencies the time step h should remain

smaller than 1/_Oo. In SRP, if the chosen h does not satisfy this criterion, it
is subdivided appropriately into smaller steps and the above procedure is

carried on using linearly interpolated values for the support motion i;s(t).

Once the displacement u(t) has been computed by either one of the above

methods, the displacement 8d(w°), pseudo-velocity S,(¢Oo) and pseudo-

acceleration S, (._o°) can be computed as

Sd(_o°)- maxlu(t)l

$,(%) - OJoSd(tOo) (4)

s. -

Pseudo-velocity and pseudo-acceleration are computed for use in tripartite
plots and for comparison with certain design response spectra.

1.1.3 Comparison of a Computed and a Target Response Spectrum

A criterion for acceptance of an artificial time history requires that its
computed response spectrum envelopes a specified TRS. Although, SRP can
theoretically handle any arbitrary TRS, only the criteria for acceptance
specified in NRC Standard Review Plan, Section 3.7.1, have been
implemented. Accordingly, the computed response spectrum of an artificial
time history is considered to envelop the TRS when no more than five points
fall below, and no more than 10 percent below, the TRS. Of course, the TRS
is specified as in R.G. 1.60.

For the purpose of closely fitting the computed spectrum to the TRS, SRP will
continue its iterative fitting process until the above criteria are met and in
addition no point of the computed spectrum exceeds the TRS by more than
15%.

1.1.4 Adjusting a Time History to Fit the TRS

A convenient method for the modification of a time history record to fit a TRS
has been proposed by Preumont 2 and has also been adopted in this work.
According to this approach the modifications of the time history record come
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as a result of an adjustment made to its Fourier transformation. The Fourier transform of
a function f(t) is defined as3

4,--

F(to) - _ f(t)e-_dt (6)
--.

and the corresponding inverse transformationas

.--

f(,)._ fF(co)e_dt (7)
L_ 2.

where _ is the frequency variable. The Fourier transform of a time history record will be
computed numerically using Digital Fourier Transform4 in conjunction with the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm.

For the purposes of this work, the original time history record and its corresponding
response spectrum, computed as in section 1.2, serve only as the starting point of an

iterative proccess that continuously adjusts the computed response spectrum So(_o) to

fit any chosen TRS Sr(oJ°). However, since the problem of computing a time history

record directly from a response spectrum is not uniquely defined, the Fourier transform of
the time history record is adjusted, instead. Thus, as shown in Figure 4, given an

acceleration time history and its Fourier transform Vz(oJ_), a modified Vt"(o_) is

computed for a sequence of frequencies m_,as follows:

s:(o,,)
vT-(,,,,)- v,(o,,)s.(,,,,) (s)

Since the response spectrum is computed at only a relatively small number of frequencies

too, a linear interpolation of the response spectrum is used so that the modification

introduced by Equation (7) is performed over the much larger set of frequencies tot

required for the Fourier transform record V,(to_) or V,'_(tol).

The above procedure assumes a linear relationship between the Fourier transform and the
response spectrum adjustments. However, assuming a nonlinear relationship, it is possible
to speed up the convergence of the iterative process. On the basis of the results two

successive iterations, S_(tol) and S_.l(_,), an improved correction factor is computed
assuming an exponential relationship between the Fourier transform and the response
spectrum adjustments. This approach yields the following formula:
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-o• v; (,)-v,(_,)

! (Sr(to,)'_

where q -
(s:(o,_/ )

_o,/s:,°_;:o,,/
k / s:.*(.,,))

' K _mmer Trza_orm

vg

>to

toi

Figure 4. Modification of Computed Acceleration Response Spectra.
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Once V,'"(co_) has been computed Equation (7) is used to compute a new modified
acceleration time history. In general, the peak acceleration of the modified time record
will not be at the same level as the peak acceleration of the original time record.

However, this characteristic peak value max'_t of the original accelerogram, which

according to current design practices is site-specific, can be restored either by scaling or
clipping the new record. In order to avoid an extensive alteration of the frequency content
of the computed accelerogram the following scaling andclipping approaches are applied:

i. If maxl,(t)l<max I?t all the values between the two zero crossings where the

max[lY,(t)[ occurs are scaled up by the ratio max V,/maxll?,(t)[, as shown in
Figure 5. This scaling procedure has been suggested by Preumont2.

Vg,, ,. Ac_ustod

Figure 5. PartialScaling of Computed Acceleration Time History.

ii. If maxl,(t)l> max Vt, the part of Vs(t) outside the ±max I?x range is folded

into the range, as shown in Figure 6. This technique, known as "fractional
folding", has been introduced by Shinozuka et al.8.
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v:-I- ,,.-.,,_-.--
-'i_Destred

time

V
Figure 6. FractionalFolding of Computed Acceleration Time History.

Of course, the entire process can be repeated until the computed response spectrum fits
the TRS to the satisfaction of theacceptance criteria set in section 1.3..
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1.2 Power Spectral Density

1.2.1 Introduction

According to the NRC Standard Review Plan, when a single time history is used a target
power spectral density (PSD) requirement should be satisfied in addition to the TRS
enveloping requirements. The PSD requirement, which is considered secondary to
enveloping the TRS, is used to prevenl a severe deficiency of power over a frequenc:
range of practical importance. Detailed discussions on the interpretation, alternative
definitions of key parameters, and recommended practices related to the PSD requirement
can be found in Phillipacopoulos 5.

1.2.2 Computation of Power Spectral Density

The one-sided PSD is related to the Fourier amplitude IVt(co)l of the time history record
by

So(,O)- 21v'c ')l (9)
2nTv

where Tv is the strong motion duration over which Iv,()i evaluated. Tv represents

the time interval over which the power of the acceleration time history record is near

maximum and nearly stationary. The power is the slope of the cumulative energy E(t)
defined at time t as

Studies5 have shown thata typical cumulative energy plot looks like the
qualitative one shown in Figure 7 which exibits a range of near maximum and stationary

slope. Based on this observation Tv can be approximated by5
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E(t)

, ,, J ..... _o'-

To.95 T0.75 tim

Figure 7. TypicalCumulative Energy Plot.

where T0., and To.0sare, respectively, the times at which 75% and 5% of the cumulative

energy are reached. However, for time histories consistent with R.G. 1.60, it is also

recommended that Tt, ranges between 5.0 and 16.0 secs.

1.2.3 Target PSD

SRP can accept any arbitrarilychosen target PSD function. However, the default target
PSD is the one defined in the NRC Standard Review Plan. According to this, the average
one-sided PSD determined by Equation (9) should exceed 80% of the target PSD which,
for the frequency range 0.3 Hz< f < 24.0 Hz, is defined as:

(,)°f <2.5Hz S°(t°)'650in2 /sees 2_

2.5Hz<f<9.0Hz S°(oJ)-650in2/secS(fl t8

9.0Hz<f<16.0Hz 3o(_)-64.8in 2/secS(fl_0

16.0Hz< f So(CO)-ll.5in =/secS (1-fO) t°

At any frequency f, the average one-sided PSD is computed over a frequency range of
-,-20% centered on the frequency f.
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The PSD requirement is not meant to introduce additional conservatism beyond that
contained in the TRS. Thus, the minimum check is set at 80% of the target PSD which is

e considered high enough to prevent a deficiency of power over a "broadfrequency range,
but also sufficiently low to avoid additional conservatism.

1.2.4 Adjusting the Time History Record to Fit a Target PSD

It should be noted that since Equation (9) contains the square of the amplitude spectrum,
no information pertaining to the phase spectrum of the time history is conveyed.
Therefore, in analogy to response spectrum, it is impossible to recover the original time
history if only the power spectrum is given. Furthermore, time histories with identical
amplitude spectra but different phase spectra will have identical power spectra. However,
if the phase spectra of the original time history record are not altered, any adjustment of
the computed PSD can be translateddirectly into a modification of the time history record
via the inverse Fourier transform expressed by Equation (7). This approach is adopted in
$RP in an effort to modify a time history record so that its PSD fits any target PSD.

5RP page.18 of 74
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1.3 Baseline Correction

Use of SRP for the modification of actual records leads to artificial acceleration, velocity

and displacement time histories which are vary similar to actual records. However, if the
modification of "unrealistic" or random records is attempted the acceleration record will
closely resemple actual records but the velocity and displacement may exibit unrealistic
maxima or end conditions6. For problems of this type a frequently used solution is the so
called "polynomial baseline correction" which is applied on the acceleration record.

In SRP a quadratic baseline correction is used7. Thus, the corrected acceleration record

17,"(t) is computed from the computed record l?z(t) as

V_(t)- V,(t)- Co-clt-c2t2 (12)

andthecorrectedvelocityas

V_(t)- _ft(t)-Cot-lclt2-1c2tS (13)

where c_(i- 1,2,3) are constants which are computed by minimizing the mean square

value of the corrected velocity, i.e.,

ci_:[V:(t)]2dt-O i-1,2,3 (14)

with T being the duration of the record. In SRP the integrations indicated in Equation
(14) are performed numerically using Simpson's 1/3 rule. The velocity time history record
is obtained from the acceleration record using trapezoidal integration.

An effective baseline correction can be achieved by a repeated application of the
procedure described above. In order to guide the user on the effectiveness of the

correction, SRP displays the computed values of the coefficients c_(i- 1,2,3) after each

application. After a few correction cycles the coefficients c_(i- 1,2,3) will vanish

inticating, of course, that the accelerogram under consideration is baseline corrected.
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1.4 Correlatlon of Tlme Hlstory Records

The correlation coefficient p_ is a measure of the degree of parallelism between two

time history records x(t) and y(t) for zero time shift3. For the above two time records

defined at n points the coefficient p_ is defined as

R

o.,- ....... (15)

where

==-- X i
n

11

Y=-_Y_n

If p_, = :el, the two records are fully correlated. If p._ = O, they are statistically
independent.

SRP will compute correlation coefficients for all possible pairs of up to three acceleration
records.
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2 User's Manual

2.1 The Seismic Record Processing Program (SRP)

The SeismicRecord Processing Program allows the user to modify sampled accelerograms
so that they meet specifications described in the NRC Regulatory Guide. Specifically, the
SRP program has the following capabilities:

1. View and edit an accelerogram either in the time or fi'equency domain

2. Compute response spectra of given accelerograms

3. Compute accelerogram power spectraldensity

4. Modify accelerograms to meet given target spectra

5. Modify accelerograms to meet given target power spectral density

6. Compute correlation coefficients between any two accelerograms

7. Generate graphical screen and hard-copy reports of all results
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2.2 System Requirements

The SRP program is interactive and very easy to use. The user interaction is handled
through a menu driven graphical user interface. All functions are accessible by one or two
mouse actions (point/click/drag). Keyboard usage is held to a minimum.

Before installing the Seismic Record Processing Program (SRP), make sure your
computer meets the minimum system requirements. The SRP program requires the
following minimum computer hardwareconfiguration:

• An IBM personal computer or 100% compatible running DOS version 3.0 or later.

• A 8087, 80287, 80387or 80487 mathcoprocessor.(Note thata 40486 DX based
machinehasthemathcoprocessorbuiltin the CPU thusanadditionalIC isnot
required).

• 512 kilobytes of available (RAM) memory

• At least 2 Megabytes of free harddisk space for storingthe program and several
data files. "

• One 1.2 Megabyte 5.25-inch floppy disk drive or one 1.4 megabyte 3.5 inch floppy
disk drive.

• A VGA graphics card and preferably a color VGA monitor

• A Microsoft compatible mouse, with the appropriate mouse driver software
(mouse.corn,mouse.sysorequivalent)

Recommended but not necessary features are:

• A fast computer with a 80386 or preferably with a 80486 processor.

• A Postscript compatible printeror a multicolor HPGL compatible plotter
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2.3 Installing and Configuring The SRP Program

It is recommended that the SRP program is installed in a separate directory on a fixed
disk. The fixed disk installation of the SRP Program can be performed as follows:

Assuming the program is to be installed on drive C, first create a new directory (such as
C:_SRP) and set it as the default as follows:

C: <Enter>
CD \ <Enter>
MKDIR SRP <Enter>
CD \SRP <Enter>

Note that the symbol <Enter> simply implies pressing the ENTER key. Insert the SRP
distribution diskette in a floppy drive (for example A:) and type:

COPY A: *.* <Enter>

This completes the SRP installation. In order to verify that the program is correctly
installed execute the SRP programby typing:

SRP <Enter>

A banner is then displayed containing the program name and version number, as well as
author and ownership information. Press the <ENTER> key once more to proceed. At
this point, the program checks for the presence of the Microsoft compatible mouse driver,
and if found the SRP main menu screen is displayed. However, if the mouse is not
properly installed, the following message is displayed:

"ll

Microsoft mouse driver not loaded
0 0 0 0

and the program execution is terminated. This condition may be due to one of the
foilowing reasons:

1. A motLseinterface card is not present or the mouse is not plugged into the interface
: card.

2. The mouse driver software (mouse.com or mouse.sys) has not been loaded.
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Consult the mouse documentation to properly install the mouse and try running the SRP

program again.
In order to be able to print reports containing graphical information, the

printer/plotter hardware parameters must specified. The SRP software supports the
following printers and plotters:

HPGL compatible plotters
POSTSCRIPT compatible printecs

Communication with these devices can be via serial ports COM1 or COM2 or the parallel

port LPT1. In addition the plot output can be written into a file and sent to a printer or
plotter after terminating the SRP program using DOS commands. This feature is useful if
there is no direct connection between the PC used to run the SRP program and the printer
or plotter.

The printer / plotter hardware parameters are specified as follows:

Run the SRP program (by typing SRP <enter> <enter>)
Click on menu PROCESS
Click on command PARAMETERS

At this point a parameter window will open, showing a list of user selectable parameters.
The parameters titled "Output Port" and "Hard Copy Format" must be appropriately
selected to correspond to your hardware printer/plotter configuration. Point and click on
these parameters to step through the various settings until the desirable setting is shown.

Click on SAVE so that the selected parameters are saved as default.
Click on EXIT to close the parameter window

If you wish to terminate the SRP program, use the mouse to point and click on the FILE
menuat the top left comer of the screen and then on the QUIT command.
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2.4 Description of the Files Comprising the SRP Program

Once installation is completed, the following files are placed in the installation directory:

File Name Description
SRP.EXE ExecutableProgram
ENGLISH.FNT English Font File used for plotting
GREEK.FNT Greek font file used for plotting
SRP.CFG Default parametervalues
SRP.HLP On-Line Help text file (binary)
PMAN.DOC Programmer's Manual (in WINWORD format)
USERMAN.DOC User Manual (This document, in WINWORD format)
DEFAULT.TRP Default target power spectral density file (ASCII)
DEFAULT.TRV Default vertical motion target response spectra file (ASCII)
DEFAULT.TRH Default horizontal motion target response spectra file

(ASCII)
•EW.ACH Example horizontal motion accelerogram file (ASCII - Free

Format)
NS.ACH Example horizontal motion accelerogram file (ASCII - Free

Format)
EW.ACV Example vertical motion accelerogram file (ASCII - Free

Format)
NS.ACV Example vertical motion accelerogram file (ASCII - Free

Format)
EW.TH Example horizontal motion accelerogram file (ASCII -

Formatted)
NS.TH Example horizontal motion accelerogram file (ASCII -

Formatted)
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2.5 Using the Seismic Record Processing Program

Using the SRP program involves three basic steps: Obtaining or writing data files
containing accelerograms and target spectra, processing these data with the SRP
program, and generating output files or plots of the results. This chapter describes the
organization of the SRP inputand output files, and provides detailed documentation of all
SRP menus and commands.

2.5.1 The SRP User Generated Input Files

All user SRP generated files are ASCII files that can be edited with any DOS text editor.
There are three types of user generated SRP input files:

• Accelerogram Files
• Target Response Spectra Files
• Target Power Spectra Density Files

Accelerogram files can be formatted, or free format. The easiest way to generate
accelerogram files is to use the free format organization. However the formatted option is
provided so that accelerograms generated by other programs can be used with the SRP
program. Table 2.1 illustrates the organization of the free format accelerogram file
organization. Note that SRP generated accelerogram files are also written in this format
(free-format).

Formatted accelerogram files may contain samples of a single uniformly sampled
accelerogram written in fixed format. The same format must be used in every line
containing accelerogram samples. Table 2.2 illustrates the organization of formatted
accelerogram files. This file format is intended for use with accelerograms that are written
by other programs with minimum changes. The only change that must be made to a file
containing ASCII fixed format accelerogram samples is to add the first two lines as
described in Table 2.2, namely a title line (Line 1) and a format line (Line 2).

Target response spectra files are in free format. Each target spectra file may contain
target spectra in piece-wise linear representation for up to five damping factors. Table 2.3
illustrates the Target response spectra file organization.
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Table 2.1 Free Format Accelerogram File Organization

Line I

Description: Comment Line
Comments: The text found in this line is written on all reportsgenerated by the SRP

program
Example:

lEast-west "example a.c,celerocjram" s'uppl'ie d by SRS. I

Line 2

Description: File Identification Line
Comments: This information is used by the SRP program to identify the type of

accelerogram file being read. This line may be one of the following:

[FREE 'FORI_ATHORIZ'0NTAL"ACC_.LEROGRAM- SRP Version 'l.03l
or:

[FREE FORMAT VERTICAL ACCELEROGRAM -'SRP"VerSion 1.031

Line 3

Description: <Number of Points>, <Time Step>
Comments: This line contains the number of samples included in the aeeelerogram and

the sampling time interval in seconds
Example:

[4096 5.000000E-03J

Next N Lines:

Description: <Accelerogram Sample>
Comments: Each line contains a single aecelerogram sample in free format°
Example:

[ -3-292700E'021
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Table 2.2 Formatted Accelerogram File Organization

Line 1

Description: Comment Line
Comments: The text found in this line is written on all reports generated by the SRP

program
Example:

lEast-West example acce!eroqram Supplie d by SRS.]

Line 2

Description: <FormatString>, <Number of samples per line>,
<Total Number of Samples>. <Time Step (in seconds)>

Comments: The format string must contain the exact contents of the FORTRAN
formatstatement describing each line of acc¢lerogram samples following.
It is assumed that the same format is used in all lines containing
accelerogram samples. The format string must be enclosed in double
quotes.

Example:

!"(8r10.7) ", 8, 40bo, 0,0051

Next N Lines:

Description: Accelerogram Samples
Comments: Each line contains accelerogram samples in the formatspecified in line 2.
Example:

l0.00025780.00542320.01010800.01084500.01179000.00862180.00542320.00439821, , , ,,,, ,, , ,
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Table 2.3 Target Response Spectra File Organization

Line1

Description:FileTypeandMotionDirectionDescriptor
Comments: May beoneofthefollowing:

li_o,,.RzZ6NT_TARGET 'sIPEcTRuMI
or:

IVERTIC_T_G_.TS_.CTRU"I

Line 2

Description: Horizontal axis type
Comments: This line indicates whether the first column of the target spectra data

represent frequency values (in Hertz) or period values (in seconds) may be
one of the following:

_RSU_F_QU_.NCyIo_: IyERsUSPERzoDI

Line 3

Description: <Number of Samples>, <Number of Damping Factors>, <Peak>
Comments: <Number of Samples> is the numberof samples representing the spectra

for each damping factor. It is assumed that the same numberof samples
are used to describe the target spectra for each damping factor.
<Peak> is the peak value of the accelerogram for which the targetspectra
are scaled.

Example:

, ,,,,,,_ _ ,,, -

Is8........... s 1.01

Line 4

Description: Comment Line
Comments: This line is ignored, and is only formaking the file more readable by the

user. It may be used as a title for the data following on the following line:
Example:

ID__'_G FAC_'bRS=1
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Table 2.3 Target Response Spectra File Organization (continued)

Line $

Description: <dl> <d2> <d3> ...
Comments: This line contains the damping factors corresponding to the target response

spectra. The program will attempt to read as many damping factors as
specified in line 3 (but no more than five).

Example:

l.ooso .. ",.92oo ........o..'Joo .'..zOOOl

Llne6

Description: Comment Line
Comments: This line is ignored, and is onlyfor making the file more readable by the

user. It may be used as a title for thedata following on the following line:
Example:

I' GE'T'sPBC'  ,!

Next N Lines:

Description: <x> <yl > <y2> <y3 > ...
Comments: each line describes a single target spectrum sample for each of the damping

factors specified in line 5. Specifically:
x is a frequency or period value of the samples
Yl is the target response spectrum at frequency or period x for the

first damping factor in line 5.
Y2 is the target response spectrum at frequency or period x for the

second damping factor in line 5, etc.
Example:

[.2500 . .736.0 .....,5750 .4720 .4330 .3910l
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Targetpowerspectraldensityfiles are infree format. Each targetpower spectraldensity
file may contain a single target curve in piece-wise linear representation. Table 2.4
illustratestheTargetpowerspectraldensity file organization.

2.5.2 Running the SRP Program

Once accelerogram and target files are available, the SRP program can be executed. To
run the SRPProgramset the defaultdirectoryto theone containingtheSRP programand
type

SRP <Enter> <Enter>

The main screen of the SRP program is illustratedin Figure 2.1. Thereare four menus
listed acrossthe screentop:

Menu ...... Functions ' '

FILE File Input0utput ....
El)IT .......PointbypointEditing, _.Zoom/Pan",........i,i
PROCESS Computationof Spectra,Correlation,TargetFitting,

Scaling,Clippingetc.
REPoRTs Generationof Reportsof Results .... ' .....

Each of the abovemenus can be activated by pointing the mouse pointer to the menu
nameandpressingtheleft mouse button.Aftera menuis activateda listof the commands
belongingto this menuis displayedin a single columnlocatedat the left side of the screen.
Any of the menu commandscan then be executed by simplypointing to the command
nameandpressingthe left mousebutton.

A typicalSRPsession maybe as follows:

1. Select FILEmenu

2. Readan accelerogramfile usingcommandHOR-ACC

3. Reada targetresponsespectrumfile usingthe commandRESP-TARG

4. Reada targetpowerspectraldensity file using the commandPSD-TARG
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Table 2.4 TargetPowerSpectralDensityFileOrganization

Line I

Description: File.TypeDescriptor
Comments: Mustbe thefollowilJg:

ITJU_GET:P0WERSPECT_ D%NS!TY

Line 3

Description: <Numberof Samples>,<Peak>
Comments: <Numberof Samples>is the numberof samplesrepresentingthe power

spectraldensity.
<Peak>is the peakvalue of the accelerogramfor which the targetpower
spectraldensityis scaled.

Example:

15o z,boooo01

Next N Lines:

Description: <x> <y>
Comments: each linedescribesa single power targetspectraldensitysample.

Specifically:
x is the frequencyof a sampleinHertz
y is the target powerspectraldensityat frequencyx.

Example:

[.250000 410.1223001
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Menu Command List

.Menu Belectors Time Domain Display Window

HOR-ACG Accelerogram

VERT-ACC

TARGET

PSD-TRG

SAVE
Peak =

SAVE AS
Fourier

PLOT

QUIT

Frequency Domain Display Window

Figure2.1 "SRPProgramScreenLayout
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5. Select'PROCESSmenu

6. Clickon commandPARAMETERandselect desiredprocessingparameters.
Specifically,select desiredfrequencyrange,numberof frequencieswherespectra
arecomputed,dampingfactors,andintegrationmethod.(see PARAMETER
commanddescriptionfordetails)

7. Modify accelerogramto fit targetresponsespectrausingcommandAUTO-FIT

8. Assuming thatresultsareacceptable,select REPORTSmenu

9. Generateaccelerogmmandresponsespectrareportsusingcommands
ACCELEROGRAMand SPEC'TRArespectively

10. SelectFILEmenu

11. Save resultingaccelerogramto a file using SAVE AS command

12. TerminateSRPprogramusingQUITcommand.

The above procedureuses an automaticiterativealgorithmwhich attempts to fit a given
accelerogramto some targetspectra. Inadditionto the above process,the SRP program
contains a large variety of accelerogram data manipulation tools. The following
procedurescan be performusing the commandscontained in the EDIT and PROCESS
menus:

• Zooming into theaccelerogramgraphand changingany single sampleby pointingand
clickingon itwiththe mouse

• Zoomingintothe accelerogramFouriertransformplotandchanginganysingle
frequencysampleby pointingandclickingon it withthemouse

• Scaling the accelerogramby anydesirablescale factor

• Clippingpeaksof the accelerogramabovea userspecifiedthreshold

• Changingthetimestep of theaccelerogramusing linearinterpolation

• Forcetheaccelerogramtail todecay smoothlyto zeroby multiplicationbyan decaying
envelopefunction

• Apply quadraticbase linecorrectionson anyaccelerogram



• Compute correlation factors between any two accelerograms

• Modify accelerogram to fit a targetpower spectral density function

A detailed description of all SRP menus and commands is given in the next chapter.
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2.6 Description of SRP Menus

.- .................. ,, ,,,,,,,, ............ ,,, -- . , ,, ,,|,,,, , , ,, , , -

2.6.1 Menu: FILE

Summary: File input output, screen dumps, and program termination
commands.

Command List: HORR-ACC Read horizontal motion accelerogram

VER-ACC Read vertical motion accelerogram

RS-TARG Read target response s_ctra

PSD-TARG Read target power spectral density

S-DUMP Screen Dump

QUIT Terminate SRP program
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2.6.2 Menu: EDIT

Summary: Zooming, Panning, Point-by-point editing

Command List: T-HANDLES Place a symbol on each accelerogram sample

F-HANDLES Place a symbol on each accelerogram Fourier
transformsample

ZOOM-X Expand/Contract plots in the horizontal
direction

ZOOM-Y Expand/Contractplots in the vertical direction

ZOOM-PAGE Reset zoom factors so that entire plots fit
exactly in display windows

SHOW-RS/FT Toggle between response spectra and Fourier
transform display

VS-FREQ/I'ER Toggle between plotting response spectra
versus frequency and versus period

Notes: The EDIT menu allows examination and/or point by point
modification of the time domain and frequency domain plot of an

= accelerogram. It also allows the inspection of the computed
response spectra. Specifically, the following operations can be
performed on plots displayed on either the time or frequency
domain window:

* zooming in x or y direction separately
* panning
* moving any plot point vertically

a

While the EDIT comnaand is selected, the RIGHT mouse button
activates a cross-hair cursor. The coordinates of the cross-hair

cursor are displayed at the bottom of the screen.

O
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2.6.3 Menu: PROCESS

Summary: Accelerogram prying commands

Command List: PARAMETERS Inspect / modify processing parameters

AUTO Perform automatic response spectra fitting

SPECTRA Compute response spectra

FIT-TARGET Fit target response spectra by adjusting
accelerogram Fourier transform

FORCE-TARGET Scale accelerogram to fit target response
spectra •

FIT-PSD Fit target power spectral density by adjusting
accelemgram Fourier transform

SCALE Multiply accelerogram by a scale factor

RESAMPLE Change accelerogram time step by linear
interpolation

CLIP Clip accelerogram at specified level

BASE LINE Apply base line corrections

CORRELATION Compute correlation coefficients of a set of
accelerograms

CRITERIA Check if accelerogram meets regulatory
- guide criteria

FIX TAIL Taper accelerogram tail smoothly to zero
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2.6.4 Menu: REPORTS

Summary: Report generation commands

Command List: DISPLACEMENT Generate displacement spectrareports

VELOCITY Generate velocity spectra reports

ACCELERATION Generate acceleration spectra reports

TARGET SPECTRA Generate target response spectra report

PSD Generate target power spectral density
report

SPECTRUM ERROR Generate reports of the error between
computes d and target response spectra

Notes: Clicking on any specific report command generates an on screen
preview of the report form. A sub menu appears to the left of the
preview form containing the commands:

* NEXT : Show next form in sequence (if any)
* H-COPY : generate hard copy
* TABLE : generate tabular reporton disk file
* RETURN : return to REPORT menu
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2.7 Description of SRP Commands

2.7.1 Command: HOR-ACC

Menu: FILE

Description: This command reads horizontal motion acc_lerograms data files.

The command HOR-ACC first generates a window containing a list
of all files in the current directory having the default extension
.ACH. The f_:_to be read can be selected by pointing the mouse
pointer to the desired file name and clicking a mouse button.

If thedesired file is not shown in the list it can be selected by typing
the complete file name at the "FILE:" prompt. An accelerogram
file name may not be in this list for one of the following reasons:

• The file extensionisotherthanthedefault.ACH

• The file is not in thedefault directory

• There are too many accelerogram files in the default
directory, and thus the list is truncated.

Note that if the desired file is not in the default directory the entire
file path must be typed.

If that if the file name root is typed without any extension, the
program automatically adds the default extension (.ACH). If the file
to be read has a different extension, then the complete file name
plus extension must be typed.

Two types of accelerogram files are readable with this command:
Free format files, and formatted files. See section titled "The SRP
User Generated Input Files" for a description of accelerogram file
formats.
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2.7.2 Command: VER-ACC

Menu: FILE

Description: Thiscommandreadsverticalmotionaccelerogramsdatafiles.

The commandVER-ACCfirstgeneratesa window containinga list
of all files in the currentdirectoryhaving the default extension
.ACV. The file to be read can be selected by pointing the mouse
pointerto thedesiredfile nameandclickinga mousebutton.

If thedesiredfile is notshownin the list it can be selected by typing
the complete file name at the "FILE:" prompt. An accelerogram
file namemay notbe inthis list forone of the followingreasons:

• Thefileextensionisotherthanthedefault.ACV

• The file is not in the defaultdirectory

• There are too many accelerogram files in the default
directory,and thusthe list is truncated.

Note that if the desired file is not in the defaultdirectorythe entire
file pathmustbe typed.

If the file name root is typed without any extension, the program
automaticallyadds the default extension (.ACV). If the file to be
read has a differentextension, then the complete file name plus
extensionmustbe typed.

Two types of accelerogramfiles are readablewith this command:
Free format files, andformatted files. See section titled"The SRP
User GeneratedInputFiles" for a descriptionof accelerogramfile
formats.
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2.7.3 Command: RS-TRG

Menu: FILE

Description: This command reads a selected target spectra file. A list of target
spectra files in the current directory are displayed which have the
default extension. The default extension is .TRH if currently
working with a horizontal motion accelerogram, and TRH ff
currently working with a vertical motion accelerogram. The file to
be read is selected by pointing the mouse pointer to the desired file
name andclicking a mouse button.

If the desired file is not shown in the list it can be selected by typing
the complete file name at the "FILE:" prompt. An target response
spectra file name may not be in this list for one of the following
reasons:

• The file extension is other than the default (.TRH or .TRV)

• The file is not in the default directory

• There are too many target response spectra files in the
default directory, and thus the list is truncated.

Note that if the desired file is not in the default directory the entire
file path must be typed.

If the file name root is typed without any extension, the program
automatically adds the default extension (.TRH or .TRV). If the file
to be read has a different extension, then the complete file name
plus extension must be typed.

Target spectra files are ASCII free format files. See the section
titled "The SRP User Generated Input Files" for a description of the
target response spectra file organization,

_
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2.7.4 Command: PSD-TRG

Menu: FILE

Description: This command reads a target power spectral density file. Power
Spectral density files have the extension ".TRP". A list of all target
power spectral density files in the current directory are displayed.
The file to be read is selected by pointing the mouse cursor to the
desired file name and clicking a mouse button.

If the desired file is not shown in the list it can be selected by typing
the complete file name at the "FILE:" prompt. An target power
spectral density file name may not be in this list for one of the
following reasons:

• The file extension is other than the default (.'IRe)

• The file is not in thedefault directory

• There are too many target power spectral density files in the
default directory, and thus the list is truncated.

Note that if the desired file is not in the default directory the entire
file pathmust be typed.

If the file name root is typed without any extension, the program
automatically adds the default extension (.TRH or .TRV). If the file
to be read has a different extension, then the complete file name
plus extension must be typed.

Target power spectral density files are ASCII free format files. See
the section titled "The SRP User Generated Input Files" for a
description of the target power spectral density file organization.
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2.7.5 Command: SAVE

Menu: FILE

Description: This command writes the accelemgram at its present state, in disk
file. The file into which the accelerogram is written is the
accelerogram file that was last read or written by a HOR-ACC,
VER-ACC, SAVE AS or SAVE command. The name of this file is
always displayed at the top right comer of the screen. Note that
this command overwrites whatever data are stored in this file. To

save an accelerogram in a different file than the one that was last
accessed, use the command: SAVE AS.

To prevent accidental data overwriting, the command SAVE asks
the user to verify each SAVE request, by typing "Y for yes or N for
NO following the prompt:" File already exists. Overwrite (Y) or
(N) 7"



2.7.6 Command: SAVE AS

Menu: FILE

Description: This command writes the accelerogram data at its present state in a
user selected file. The file name where the accelerogram is written
must be typed by the user at the FILE: prompt.

Only the root of the file name needs to be typed. The program
automatically adds the appropriate default extension (.ACH if
currently working on a horizontal motion accelerogram and .ACV
if currently working on a vertical motion accelerogram). This
feature can be overridden by explicitly typing the desired file name
extension.

This command opens a window containing a list of all existing
accelerogram data files having the appropriate default extension. In
addition, if the selected file exists, the user is asked to verify the
SAVE AS request, by typing "Y for yes or N for NO following the
prompt:" File already exists. Overwrite (Y) or (N) 7" Thus
unintentionally over-writing previously saved data files can be
avoided.
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2.7.7 Command: PLOT

Menu: FILE

Description: This command dumps the images currently displayed in the time
and frequency domain windows into a binary plot file named
<file>.PLT, where <file> is the file name root of the last
accelerogram file read or saved.

The generated plot file can be printed using an optional device
driver program. Currently optionally available hard copy device
drivers are:

• POSTSCRIPT compatible printers

• HPGL compatible plotters

• IBM/EPSON compatible dot matrix printers

• HP LASER JET and compatibles

Also see commands in REPORT menu for additional report
generation options.
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2.7.8 Command: QUIT

. II I] II I I l l lllllllUll II llllll l II[ ! I I llllllll

Men u'. FILE

Description: This command terminates the execution of program "SRP".

.. Note that any modifications to accelerograms will be lost, unless
......... the commands SAVE or SAVE AS have been used before the

command QUIT.
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2.7.9 Command: T-HANDLES

Menu: EDIT

Description: The command T-HANDLES adds a square symbol on every point
of the displayed accelerogram. This feature is useful in identifying
samples for point.by-point editing.

2.7.10 Command: F-HANDLES

Menu: EDIT

Description: The command F-HANDLES adds a square symbol on every point
of the accelerogram Fourier transform displayed in the lower

window. This feature is useful in identifying samples for point-by-
point editing.

2.7.11 Command: PAN

Menu: EDIT

Description: The command PAN allows the user to "slide" a plot displayed in the
upper or lower window in any direction. To pan a plot select the
PAN command and then click and drag the mouse pointer on the
desired plot.
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2.7.12 Command: ZOOM-X

Menu: EDIT

Description: The commandZOOM-X expandsor contracts a plot displayedin
the upperor lower displaywindow along the horizontaldirection.
To expanda plot(zoom in) click theLEFT mousebutton,while the
mousecursorpointsat theareaof interest. Note that thezooming
operationalsoshifts the plot so that the mouse pointer location
endsup at the window center. Repeat the same procedurefor
furtherenlargementof theplot. In order to contract theplot (or
zoom out), repeat the same procedureusing the RIGHT mouse
button.

, ,, , ,, j ,,,,, , ,i ,,,,,, i , ,,,,== , ,, : , --

2.7.13 Command: ZOOM-'/'

Menu: EDIT

Description: This command expands or contracts a plot displayed in the upper or
lower window along the vertical direction. To expand a plot (zoom
in) click the LEFT mouse button, while the mouse cursor points at
the areaof interest. Note that the zooming operation also shifts the
plot so that the mousepointer locationendsup at the window
center. Repeat thesameprocedurefor further enlargementof the
plot. In order to contract the plot (or to zoom out), repeat the
sameprocedureusingtheRIGHT mousebutton.
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2.7.14 Command: ZOOM PAGE
i , _ ,= i i ,,,,i i i , ii i,,,

Menu: EDIT

Description: The commandscales both upperand lower window plots so that
the entire plots are visible, and they fit exactly in the display
windows.

,,,,,, , i,,

2.7.15 Command: PERIOD/FREQUENCY

Menu: EDIT

Description: Thiscommandswitchesthe responsespectrumplottingmode inthe
lowerdisplaywindowbetweenthefollowing two options:

* plottingof responsespectrumversusperiod
* plottingof responsespectrumversus frequency

, i,,,, ,, ,,,,, i

2.7.16 Command: SHOW R.S./F.T.

Menu: EDIT

Description: This commandselects the functionto be displayedin the lower
windowbetweenthe following twooptions:

* Response Spectrum
* FourierTransformMagnitude •
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2.7.17 Command: PARAMETERS

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This command displays the SRP control parameters and allows the
user to modify and save them. There are two types of parameters:
discrete (alphanumeric) and continuous (numeric). A discrete
parameter is modified by simply clicking on it. A continuous
parameter is modified by clicking on it and the typing in a new
numericvalue (followed by the ENTER key). Clicking on [SAVE],
sets the default parameter values equal to the current parameter
values. The default values are saved in file SRP.CFG. Clicking on
[RESET DEFAULT VALUES] resets all parameters to the
previously saved defaults.

The following parameters are included in the parameterwindow:

.... Parameter ......... Description '"

Number spectra points Number of frequencies at which
the response spectra and the power
spectral density are computed (1)

MinimumResonance Lowest frequency at which
Fr.(Hz) response spectra and power

spectral de_ity is computed (1)
Maximum Resonance Highest frequency at which
Fr.(Hz) response spectra and power

spectral density is computed (1)
Damping Factor 1 (%) Damping factors for which

. Damping Factor 2 (%) response spectra are computed.
Damping Factor 3 (%) Zero or negative values are
Damping Factor 4 (%) Ignored. (2)
Damping Factor 5 (%)

Peak Acceleration Ac_elerogra m peak,value (3)

_

@
I
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1

'' Parameter Desc'rlption '"
Number of iterations Maximum numberof iterations that

the specrum target fitting algorithm
executes (command AUTO-FIT)

Fit Method Target response spectrum fit
algorithm. May be one of the
following(4):
• Linear
• Non-Linear

Integration Method The method used to compute the
response spectra. May be one of
the following:
• Newmark (beta = 1/6)

• R-Kutta (4th order) ....
Plot Format One of the following:

• Linear (for linear axes)
• Logarithmic (for logarithmic

axes)

Hard Copy Format One of the following (5):
• Postscript
• HPGL (PORT)
• HPGL (LAND)
• Metafile

• One of the following(6):
Output Port . LPT1

• COM1
• COM2
• File

i

Notes: (I) The frequencies at which response spectra and power
spectra are computed, are logarithmicaly spaced, as follows:

f = a "e_ k = 1,2,3,...,N

In(fw / f_)where: b =
N-1

and: a = f___.L_
e b

N = Number spectra points
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fmin = MinimumResonantFrequency
fmax = MaximumResonantFrequency

Note that the NRC regulatory guide requires that the
frequenciesarespacedclosely enough so thateach selected
frequency is no furtherthan 1.1 times the previous one.
This requirementimposes the following constrainton the
selectionof theparametersN, fmin, fmax:

INCA,,,,/ A,,)+N_ -1
InO.D

2 The dampingfactorsselected need not be the samedamping
factors for which the target response spectra are defined.
The program generates target response spectra at any
desireddamping factorby linearinterpolation,as longas the
target spectra contain spectra for damping factors above
andbelow thedesireddampingfactors.

3. The SRP programuses the peak acceleration parameterto
scale targetresponse spectra, targetpowerspectraldensity,
and accelerograms. Processing any accelerogramwith the
AUTO-FITcommandwill always result in accelerograms
withpeakvalueequalto thisparameter.

4. The linear spectrum fit algorithm multiplies the
accelerogramFFT by the ratio of the targetspectrum over
the computed response spectrum. This approachassumes
an approximatelylinear relationshipbetween the fourier
transform and the response spectrum. The non-linear
algorithmattempts to speed up the fitting process using a
nonlinear model linking the fourier transform and the
response spectrum.

.
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5. The HPGL(PORT) setting generates output in the H....cwlett
P...ackardG_..raphicsLanguage. Most pen plotters are
compatible with this format. The plot is scaled so that it
will fit on a 8.5 by I 1 inch paper in "portrait" orientation.
The HPGL(LAND) generates plots scaled for the same
paper size, and in "landscape" orientation. The METAFILE
option is not supported.

6. Output port settings of LPT1, COM1, or COM2 assume a
direct connection to an printer or plotter via the parallel
port, serial port 1 or serial port 2 respectively. The FILE
setting writes all plotting output in a disk file. The disk file
name is OUTn.ext, where n = 1,2,3...,(a plot file count
number) and the extension ext depends on the hard copy
format. Specifically, the extension is .HGL for HPGL plots,
and .PSC for Postscript plots.
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2.7.18 Command: AUTO-FIT

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This command modifies the accelerogram until it matches the target
spectra. An iterative procedure is automatically executed, involving ..

the following steps:

1 Compute Spectra at selected damping factors

2 Adjust accelerogram Fourier transformaccording to
target/computed spectrumratio

3 Replace accelerogram by adjusted inverse Fourier transform

4 Clip accelerogram peaks rising above desired max value

5 Compute Spectra of modified accelerogram

6 Compare computed spectra to target spectra

7 If spectra match target stop, otherwise, repeat steps 2
through 6, up to five times

8 If spectra still do not match targets, scale and clip
accelerogram so that spectra match targets.

9 Display results
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2.7.19 Command: SPECTRA

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This command calculates the response spectra of the accelerogram
in its present state for the damping factors defined in the
PARAMETERS menu. The spectra are computed using time
domain integration of a differential equation describing a single
degree of freedom second order system with selected damping
factors.

One of two integration methods can be selected using the
PARAMETERS menu: (1) Newmark, and (2) Fourth Order Runge-
Kutta. The computed spectra can be displayed and/or printed using
the REPORTS menu.

While each spectrum point is computed (at each frequency and
damping factor) the resulting displacement of the corresponding

O second order system is plotted versus time in the top display
window. The frequency and damping factor is displayed at the
bottom of the screen. The target spectrum is plotted in the bottom
window as a green solid trace. The computed spectral points are
also plotted the bottom display window as magenta X marks.
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2.7.20 Command: FIT TARGET

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This command modifies an accelerogram so that the computed
response spectra at selected damping factors match corresponding
target spectra. Up to 5 damping factors can be specified using the
PARAMETERS command.

The adjustment of the acc_lerogram is performed by multiplying its
Fourier transform by the maximum Target / Computed spectrum
ratio at each frequency in the range where the target spectrum is
defined.

See the theoretical manual for details

°.

.°
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2.7.21 Command: FORCE TARGET

Menu: PROCESS

t

Description: This command scales the accelerogram so that its response spectra
: are grater than or equal to the target spectra, at all frequencies and

all selected damping factors. Up to 5 damping factors can be
specified using the PARAMETERS command. Subsequently it
clips the resulting accelerogram so that its peak value does not
exceed thedesired maximum amplitude.

2.7.22 Command: FIT P.$.D.

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This command fits the Power Spectral Density of the accelerogram
to the target power spectral density, by direct adjustment of the
accelerogram Fourier transform and subsequent inverse Fourier
transformation.
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2.7.23 Command: SCALE

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This command scales the accelerogram so that the peak
accelerogram value matches a specified value. After the command
SCALE is selected, the maximum acceleration is displayed and the
user is prompt to enter the desired value of the maximum
acceleration.

2.7.24 Command: RESAMPLE

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This command changes the time step of the accelerogram. The
command displays the existing time step, and the user is prompt to
enter the desired time step. If the new time step is smaller than the
existing one, linear interpolation is used to define new samples.

2.7.25 Command; CLIP

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This command adjusts the accelerogram so that the peak value is
equal to a specified value. See theoretical manual for the
implementation details.
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2.7.26 Command: BASE LINE

Menu: PROCESS
m

Description: This command applies a base line correction algorithm on the
existing accelerogram. This algorithm subtracts a quadratic
function from the accelerogram of the form:

C0+ C1 t + C2 t2

The coefficients C1, C2, C3 are computed so that the integralof the
resulting squared velocity function is minim_d. (Note that these
coefficients are displayed at the bottom of the screen).

It may be necessary to run the BASE LINE algorithm several times
to ensure complete baseline correction. Complete correction has
been achieved if the computed coefficients C1,C2,C 3 are zero.
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2.7.27 Command: CORRELATION

i, , i i ,,i ,, ,,,,,,,,i,iJ,,,,,,,,LIIi ,,it ,i,!

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This commandcalculates the correlationfactors among selected
accelerograms. Up to three accelemgramscan be selected. The
selected accelerogramscan only be taken from disk flies. (If the
workingaccelerogramis to be correlated,it must be firstSAVEd)
The selection of the accelemgrams can be done either with the
mouse, or by directly typing the file names of the desired
accelemgrams.

The correlationfactorbetweentwo accelerogramsis definedas the
ratio of the cross correlationof the two accelerogramsover the
productof the standarddeviations. A correlationfactor near 1.0
indicatesthat the accelemgramsarenearlyidentical. A correlation
factor near zero indicates that the two accelerograms are
"different".
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2.7.28 Command: CRITERIA

• ,.................... , ,.,,,,,, ,f,, ,,,,,,,i , ,,,,, ,l,,,,. , L .,,,,,,,, , , , ,, ,,,,., ,,,

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This command displays the time history evaluation summary.
Specifically, it checks if the computed spectra of the modified
accelerogram meet the target spectra, and displays how many
points of the computed spectrum lie below the target spectrum for
every damping factor specified in the PARAMETERS menu. The
computed spectrum is acceptable if no more than 5 points are
below the target and no points are below 80% of the target. A N/A
field indicates that the corresponding spectrum has not been
computed.

The command also computes and displays the number of points in
the computed accelerogram power spectrum are below the target
power spectrum. ./

2.7.29 Command: FIXTAIL

Menu: PROCESS

Description: This command forces the accelerogram envelope to decay smoothly
to zero. This is achieved by simply multiplying the accelerogram
databy the following envelope function:

1 for t < toenvelope= (cos(t.t0)+l)/2 fort > to
,.

where to is 0.75 times the accelerogram duration.
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2.7.30 Command: DISPLACEMENT SPECTRUM

Menu: REPORTS

Description: This commandgeneratesDISPLACEMENTspectra reports.The
defaultreportsare in graphical format. However, tabularreports
can be also generatedanddumped intoan ASCII file (OUT.TXT).
Each report contains a separate page for each damping factor
specified in the PARAMETERSmenu.Either linearor logarithmic
scales can be selected, and the graphs can be send to a printer,
plotter,or to a binaryplot file (see PARAMETERScommandfor
details). A sub menu appears to the left of the preview form
containingthecommands:

* NEXT : Show plotfor nextdampingfactor(if any)
* H-COPY : generatehardcopy
* TABLE : generatetabularreporton disk file
* RETURN : returntoREPORTmenu

Figure2.4shows am exampleof anaccelerogramreport
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Figure2.2: Exampleof DisplacementResponseSpectrumReport
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2.7.31 Command: VELOCITY SPECTRUM

Menu: REPORTS

Description: This command generates VELOCITY spectra reports. The default
reports are in graphical format. However, tabular reports can be
also generated and dumped into an ASCII file (OUT.TXT). Each
report contains a separate page for each d_mping factor specified in
the PARAMETERS menu. Either linear ¢_,rlogarithmic scales can
be selected, and the graphs can be send to a printer, plotter, or to a
binaryplot file (see PARAMETERS command for details). A sub
menu appears to the left of the preview form containing the
commands:

* NEXT : Show plot for next damping factor (if any)
* H-COPY : generate hard copy
* TABLE : generate tabular report on disk file
* RETURN : returnto REPORT menu
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2.7.32 Command: ACCELERATION SPECTRUM

Menu: REPORTS

Description: This command generates ACCELERATION spectrareports. The
default reports are in graphical format. However, tabular reports
can be also generated and dumped into an ASCII file (OUT.TXT).
Each report contains a separate page for each damping factor
specified in the PARAMETERS menu. Either linear or logarithmic
scales can be selected, and the graphs can be send to a printer,
plotter, or to a binary plot file (see PARAMETERS command for
details). A sub menu appears to the left of the preview form
containing the commands:

* NEXT : Show pio; fnr next damping factor (if any)
* H-COPY : generate hard copy
* TABLE : generate tabularreporton disk file
* RETURN : return to REPORT menu

Figure 2.3 illustrates an example of an acceleration spectra report.
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Figure2.3: ExampleofAccelerationResponseSpectrumReport
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2.7.33 Command: TARGET SPECTRUM

Menu: REPORTS

Description: This command generates a report of the TARGET
ACCELERATION spectra for all damping factors specified in the
PARAMETERS menu. The default reports are in graphical format.
However, tabularreports can be also generated and dumped into an
ASCII file (OUT.TXT). Either linear or logarithmic scales can be
selected, and the graphs can be send to a printer, plotter, or to a
binary plot file (see PARAMETERS command for details). A sub
menu appears to the left of the preview form containing the
commands:

* NEXT : returnto REPORT menu

* H-COPY : generate hard copy
* TABLE : generate tabular report on disk file
* RETURN : return to REPORT menu

Figure 2.4 shows am example of a target spectra report

2.7.34 Command: ACCELEROGRAM

Menu: REPORTS

Description: This command generates a report of the processed
ACCELEROGRAM. A sub menu appears to the left of the
preview form containing the commands: ..

,.

* NEXT : return to REPORT menu

* H-COPY : generate hard copy
* TABLE : generate tabular report on disk file
* RETURN : return to REPORT menu

Figure 2.5 shows am example of an accelerogram report
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Accelerogram, ,

Accelerogram File Name: EN.ACH

EasL-Nest example accelerogram supplied by SRS.
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Figure 2.5: Example of Accelerogram Report
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2.7.35 Command: P.S.D.

Menu: REPORTS

Description: This command generates POWER SPEC'FRAL DENSITY reports.
A sub menu appears to the left of the preview form containing the
commands:

* NEXT : return to REPORT menu

* H-COPY : generate hard copy
* TABLE : generate tabular report on disk file
* RETURN : return to REPORT menu

Figure 2.6 shows am example of a power spectral density report

2.7.36 Command: SPECTRUM ERROR

Menu: REPORTS

Description: This generates RESPONSE SPECTRA ERROR reports. This
report contains a plot of the percent error between the calculated
response spectra and the target spectra. The errors for all damping
factors specified in the PARAMETERS menu are plotted together
on the same frame of reference. A sub menu appears to the left of
the preview form containing the commands:

* NEXT : return to REPORT menu

* H-COPY : generate hard copy
* TABLE : generate tabularreport on disk file
* RETURN : return to REPORT menu

Figure 2.7 shows am example of a response spectrum error report
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Figure 2.6: Example of Acceleration Response Spectrum Report
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Figure 2.7: Example of Response Spectrum Error Report
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